Purposeful Practice
“Purposeful practice is serving the tennis ball 20, 35, or 50 times until the serve is “near perfect”. It is working
on a piano scales every day without fail until the fingering is so automatic, the fingers fly across the keys. It is
committing to something so many times that it becomes a purposeful routine that gets you closer to mastery.”

“Anyone can achieve mastery with purposeful practice. With considerable, specific, and sustained efforts over
time, you can do most things you struggle with. You can only turn into the expert you want to become by
deliberate, purposeful practice.”

Recall not Recognition
• We are always tempted to do what feels easy
and therefore we create feelings of success.
• Re-reading your notes or reading over model
answers and realising the facts, and
knowledge is familiar may make us feel like
we ‘know’ it.
• However, this is just recognition – if you put
the notes away and tried to recall it without
any prompts – you realise this is more
difficult.
• Unfortunately, you have to put yourself in a
situation where you are failing in order to,
eventually, be able to recall.

Purposeful Practice

• During exams, students don’t get marks for
just recalling facts. They get marks for
answering questions.
• This means you shouldn’t study for an exam
by never testing yourself on writing full
answers in exam conditions. For any test, we
need to rehearse exactly the thing we’ll be
required to do.

Why is Purposeful Practice so important?
• Maths – 30 questions (80 marks) in 90 minutes
• English – 40 mark question on An Inspector Calls in 45 minutes
“Purposeful practice is serving the tennis ball 20, 35, or 50 times until the serve is
“near perfect”. It is working on a piano scales every day without fail until the
fingering is so automatic, the fingers fly across the keys. It is committing to
something so many times that it becomes a purposeful routine that gets you closer
to mastery.”

Purposeful practice should follow these steps:
1. Break the overall process down into parts
2. Identify your weaknesses
3. Focus learning on the weaknesses
4. Repeat the whole process

1. Break the overall process down into parts
English Language Paper 1 Section B
Write a description inspired by the picture. (40 marks)
1. Write 4 paragraphs
2. Paragraph 1 - wide angle; Paragraph 2 (medium angle); Paragraph 3
(close up); Paragraph 4 (change)
3. Choose items to describe in each paragraph
4. Decide on the tone for each paragraph
5. Use imagery and vocabulary to achieve the tone
6. Start with a ‘3 adjective : detail’ sentence
7. Ensure a range of sentence types is used

2. Identify weakness

Use imagery and
vocabulary to achieve
the tone

3. Focus learning on weakness
Which words will help
create musical
imagery and a relaxed
tone?

Which words will help
create violent
imagery and a
dramatic tone?

Melodious
Harmonious
Soulful
Score
Hymn
Acoustic
Bullets
Regiment
Army
Battle
Squadron
Troop

Use imagery and vocabulary
to achieve the tone

4. Repeat the process
Use imagery and vocabulary to
achieve the tone – improved?

Ensure a range of sentence types is
used

Look, cover, write, check sentence
types section of Knowledge
Organiser.

“Landing on your
butt twenty thousand
times is where great
performance comes
What are the 7
from”
levels of
classification?

-Geoff Calvin

Think of an example exam question in your subject

1. What would your model answer look like? Should you differentiate them
depending on the ability of the class?
2. How would you break it down into steps for your students?
3. Which gaps would you expect them to find in their answers?
4. How could you help them improve those particular gaps?

